
ENHANCERS AND POLISHES

PowerhouseTM

MAGIC SHINE
MODEL # AB153PMSEA  5 OZ.
MODEL # EQ153PMSEA  32 OZ.

  Quick, one-step polishing process

  Contains no silicones or waxes

  Provides a high luster and smooth ball surface

  Bio-degradable orange scented formula

  For use on all high-performance bowling equipment

 

PowerhouseTM

EXTENDER 
POLISH
MODEL # AB135EBPEA  5 OZ.
MODEL # EQ135EBPEA  32 OZ.

  Micro-fine polishing compound
  Provides a high luster and an ultra-smooth ball surface
  Excellent for use on top of Powerhouse 
 Magic Shine or Powerhouse Factory Finish
  Removes sanding lines from 800-grit sandpaper
  For use on all high-performance bowling equipment

LENGTH: increasing  
BACKEND: increasing 
OVERALL HOOK: no change

LENGTH: increasing  
BACKEND: decreasing
OVERALL HOOK: decreasing

PowerhouseTM

BALL SURFACE 
MANAGEMENT KIT
MODEL # AB120BSMKT 

Everything the competitive bowler needs to keep their ball reacting 
at its highest performance level, in a great spill-proof container that 
prevents leaks on expensive shoes and bags!

Included in the kit:  Spill-proof container for your cleaning products, 
5 oz PowerhouseTM  Clean n’ Dull , 5 oz PowerhouseTM  Factory Finish, 
1000 Abralon 

® Pad,  2000 Abralon 
® Pad, 4000 Abralon 

®  Pad, 
Oil-Free Microfiber Towel, Instructional DVD for all of the products 
included in the kit. 
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2016 - 2017 Accessories

PowerhouseTM

FACTORY 
FINISH POLISH
MODEL # AB140FBPEA  5 OZ.
MODEL # EQ140FBPEA   32 OZ.

 Quick, one-step polishing process

 Contains no silicones or waxes

 Provides a high luster and smooth ball surface.

 For use on all high-performance bowling equipment  

LENGTH: increasing  
BACKEND: increasing 
OVERALL HOOK: no change

PowerhouseTM

CLEAN N’ SHEEN
MODEL # AB148CNSEA  5 OZ.
MODEL # EQ148CNSEA  32 OZ.

 Finishing Compound

 Removes sanding lines from 500-grit 
 Abralon® surface

 Provides a 1500-grit compound finish

 For use on all high-performance bowling 
   equipment

LENGTH: increasing  
BACKEND: increasing 
OVERALL HOOK: no change
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CLEANERS AND POLISHES

LENGTH: no change  
BACKEND: no change 
OVERALL HOOK: no change

LENGTH: no change  
BACKEND: no change 
OVERALL HOOK: no change

PowerhouseTM

BALL CLEANER
MODEL # AB125PBCEA  5 OZ.
MODEL # EQ125PBCEA  32 OZ.

  Easy-to-use spray bottle dispenses a 
 strong degreasing cleaner designed to 
 deep clean dirt and oil from all coverstocks
  Removes oil and dirt from ball’s surface
  For use on all polyester, urethane and 
 reactive coverstocks
  Approved for use during USBC competition

PowerhouseTM

ENERGIZER 
BALL CLEANER
MODEL # AB130EBCEA  5 OZ.
MODEL # EQ130EBCEA 32 OZ.

  Removes oil, dirt, and belt marks from 
 the ball’s surface
  Revives natural tack to the ball surface 
 for ultimate lane gripping power
  Fast drying spray formula
  Bio-degradable orange scented formula
  For use on all high-performance bowling 
 equipment
  Approved for use during USBC competition  

PowerhouseTM

POWER WASH
MODEL # AB151PPWEA  5 OZ.
MODEL # EQ151PPWEA  32 OZ.

  Removes oil, dirt, and belt marks from the
 ball’s surface
  Performance enhancing formula that 
 increases backend motion during
 competition
  Emulsifiers accelerate oil removal
  Bio-degradable apple scented formula
  For use on all high-performance bowling 
 equipment
  Approved for use during USBC competition

LENGTH: no change  
BACKEND: no change 
OVERALL HOOK: no change

LENGTH: no change  
BACKEND: increasing 
OVERALL HOOK: increasing

PowerhouseTM

ENERGIZER FOAMING
BALL CLEANER
MODEL # AB131ESPEA  17 OZ. 

Powerhouse continues to revolutionize the bowling ball 
maintenance world with our Foaming Energizer Ball Cleaner!

  Removes oil, dirt, and belt marks from the ball’s surface
  Revives natural tack to the ball surface for ultimate
     lane gripping power
  Fast drying foaming spray formula
  Bio-degradable orange scented formula
 For use on all high-performance bowling equipment
  Approved for use during USBC competition 
  No liquid leaks
  Aerosol pressurized can

LENGTH: no change  
BACKEND: no change 
OVERALL HOOK: no change

AbranetTM  

800 GRIT SANDING PAD
MODEL # EQUIP060PK   
A revolutionary new finishing process at Ebonite 
International includes an 800 grit step, using the 
800 Grit Abranet 

TM Pads. In order to refinish these 
balls to factory specs, you’ll need these pads in 
your shop as well.

Abralon® SANDING PADS Set of 3 Per Grit

The industry standard in ball surface maintenance 
creates a consistent and reliable pattern, lasting 5X 
longer than sandpaper.

MODEL # EQUIP073EA  P180 for deepest scratches

MODEL # EQUIP074EA  P360 for deepest scratches

MODEL # EQUIP075EA  P500 for medium scratches

MODEL # EQUIP076EA  P1000 for fine scratches

MODEL # EQUIP077EA  P2000 for a mild luster with texture underneath

MODEL # EQUIP07730EA P3000 for a medium luster with light texture  

MODEL # EQUIP078EA  P4000 for a high luster with smooth underneath

DON’T FORGET THE ABRALON!
PowerhouseTM

LAMB’S WOOL PAD
MODEL # EQUIP085EA

Polish bowling balls to the highest luster. Hook & loop
backing allows polishing with Powerhouse-Resurfacer
and Abranet 

TM  
Sanding Mitts.

PowerhouseTM

CLEAN N’ DULL
MODEL # AB155PCDEA  5 OZ.
MODEL # EQ155PCDEA  32 OZ.

  Revives natural tack to the ball surface for   
 ultimate lane gripping power
  Slower drying gel formula for deep cleaning
  Bio-degradable lemon/lime scented formula
  For use on all high-performance bowling 
 equipment

  Removes oil, dirt, and belt marks from the 
 ball’s surface
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PREMIUM BOWLER’S FITTING TAPE
  Consistent thickness and texture

  Textured feel for the perfect fit

  Non-permanent

  Available in pre-cut 1", 3/4" and 1/2" strips

  Choose 30 piece packages, or rolls of 100 or 500 pieces

EQ011PHBEA   
EQ016PHBEA    
EQ019PHBEA   

P011-100      
P016-100  
P019-100    

EQ50001BEA    
EQ50034BEA    
EQ50012BEA    

EQ012PHWEA   
EQ017PHWEA    
EQ018PHWEA    

P012-100      
P017-100  
P018-100  

EQ50001WEA    
EQ50034WEA    
EQ50012WEA   

Powerhouse
TM

OIL FREE TOWEL
MODEL #160  

The towel that keeps on giving
and giving - reaction that is.
Reusable and washable. 
No solvents needed.

  Large 14" x 17 1/2" size

  Design picks up more oil and residue 
    off the surface of the ball

  Can be machine washed  (do not use fabric softener)

BALL CARE AND FITTING

  Highly effective oil removing pad

  Leather on one side - Microfiber on the other

  Compact size fits in bowler’s hand

Powerhouse
TM

LEATHER/MICROFIBER 
BALL PAD
MODEL #EQ210LBSPD

Powerhouse
TM

HADA SKIN 
PROTECTION TAPE 
RED MODEL #EQ062HDTRD

BLUE MODEL #EQ061HDTBL 

  40 pieces

 Aids in fitting

  Promotes cleaner release

  Protects skin

  Blue 1 quickest release

  Red 2 slightly 
   slowest release

ADRENALINE BALL 
STEROID WIPES 
MODEL # EQ156ADREA    Sold in packs of 10

The first product in the history of bowling that helps to 
remove oil caught deep within the pores beneath the 
surface of the ball. 

  Travels well for tournament bowlers

  Made from environmentally-friendly, natural elements.
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1" BLACK
3/4" BLACK
1/2" BLACK

1" BLACK
3/4" BLACK
1/2" BLACK

1" BLACK
3/4" BLACK
1/2" BLACK

1" WHITE
3/4" WHITE
1/2" WHITE

1" WHITE
3/4" WHITE
1/2" WHITE

1" WHITE
3/4" WHITE
1/2" WHITE

  

30 Piece Package
30 Piece Package
30 Piece Package

100 Piece Roll
100 Piece Roll
100 Piece Roll

500 Piece Roll
500 Piece Roll
500 Piece Roll

30 Piece Package
30 Piece Package
30 Piece Package

100 Piece Roll
100 Piece Roll
100 Piece Roll

500 Piece Roll
500 Piece Roll
500 Piece Rol



BALL PLUG SYSTEMS

PowerhouseTM

ULTRASAFE™ 
BALL PLUG
MODEL # EQ601APKEA ULTRA-SAFE BALL PLUG - 2 Gallon Kit - each
MODEL # EQ603BPHEA ULTRA-SAFE HARDENER - 1/2 Gallon - each
MODEL # EQ605BPREA ULTRA-SAFE RESIN - 1/2 Gallon - each
MODEL # EQ606PKTEA ULTRA-SAFE PUMP KIT - each
MODEL # EQ607BPAEA ULTRA-SAFE ACCELERATOR - each

 Designed to ensure proper curing in various room 
 temperatures by mixing in accelerator additive
 Non-toxic, non-hazardous materials eliminate allergic 
 reactions from skin contact
 Designed to be impact resistant, resisting cracking 
 and chipping
 3-to-1 mixture dispensed by calibrated pumps cures 
 in 6 to 8 hours
 Outstanding adhesion to all coverstock and core materials
 Environmentally responsible - 
 no OSHA or DOT restrictions

Clearly the best ball plug available. Powerhouse Everclear Ball Plug 
has been scientifically formulated to provide unmatched clarity.  
Matching bowling ball colors has just become much easier, saving 
you time, materials and money. At Powerhouse, we strive to be 
your best business partner.

 Formulated to be water-clear
 Requires less pigment to color-match bowling balls
 Cures in 6 to 8 hours
 Works with all coverstock materials
 Machines easily
 3-to-1 mixture dispensed by calibrated pumps
 Impact-resistant formulation means fewer cracked plugs

PowerhouseTM

EVERCLEAR™ 
BALL PLUG
MODEL # EQ650PHKEA EVERCLEAR BALL PLUG - 2 Gallon Kit - each
MODEL # EQ651PHHEA EVERCLEAR HARDENER - 1/2 Gallon - each
MODEL # EQ652PHREA  EVERCLEAR RESIN - 1/2 Gallon - each
MODEL # EQ606PKTEA    PUMP KIT

NEW & 
IMPROVED!
PowerhouseTM

INSERT GLUE
MODEL # EQ660USTIK
 Quick Cure – 3-5 sec.
 Improved quality

NEW & 
IMPROVED!
PowerhouseTM

SLUG GLUE
MODEL # EQ670UGLUE
 Slow Cure - 10-20 sec.
 Improved quality

Ultra-NickTM

REPAIR KIT
MODEL # EQ665UNICK
The perfect answer for repairing 
small nicks.

 Fill nick with Ultra-Glue™   
   Adhesive
 Spray with Ultra-Fast™   
   Accelerator
 Hardens instantly
 Ready for refinishing 
   and polishing

Super Glue
APPLICATOR TIPS
MODEL # EQ675SGTIP

Controlling the amount of glue you 
need right where you need it!
 Apply glue neatly and without waste
 Tip can be trimmed for a clean
   application each time
 One dozen per box

*Glue not included.
   For demonstration
         purposes only.

MODEL # EQ608PDRND   Round Plug Dam - 150 Count

MODEL # EQ610PDOVL    Oval Plug Dam - 100 Count

MODEL # EQ612BP13K    Plug Color Kit - 13 Colors

MODEL # EQ612APWHIT   Plug Color –  White

MODEL # EQ612BPBLAC   Plug Color –  Black

MODEL # EQ612CPBLUE   Plug Color –  Blue

MODEL # EQ612DPVIOL    Plug Color –  Violet

MODEL # EQ612EPYELL    Plug Color –  Yellow

MODEL # EQ612FPCRED   Plug Color –  Red

MODEL # EQ612GPPERL   Plug Color –  Pearl White

MODEL # EQ612HPBRWN   Plug Color –  Brown

MODEL # EQ612IPGREN   Plug Color –  Green

MODEL # EQ612JPTEAL    Plug Color –  Teal

MODEL # EQ612KPMAGT   Plug Color –  Magenta

MODEL # EQ612LPGOLD   Plug Color –  Gold

MODEL # EQ612OPRNGE   Plug Color –  Orange

MODEL # EQ614MXSTK    Plug mixing sticks - 100 Count

PowerhouseTM

COLOR KIT
Black
BALL 
HOLDING CUP
MODEL # EQUIP088EA

Low-profile, unbreakable plastic ring displays 
ball securely on flat surfaces. One dozen

MARKING
PENCILS
MODEL # EQUIP086DZ

Yellow pencil makes legible, easy-to-
see marks on the ball surface and 
can be removed with a damp cloth. 
One dozen.

Span/Thumb/Pitch
PIN WHEEL
MODEL # EQUIP145EA

Simply measure the thumb’s flexibility, dial
in the span, get the recommended forward 
or reverse pitch for the thumbhole. Complete 
with instructions on the effects of skin texture, 
thumb length and thumb flexibility on choosing 
the correct amount of pitch for the thumb.

BOTTLE 
PUMPS
MODEL 
# EQ606PKTEA

Set of two (2) resin and 
hardener pumps.
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MACHINIST 
RULER
MODEL # EQUIP054EA

6" stainless steel flat rule can be shaped to the contour of a bowling 
ball. Increments of 32nds and 64ths provide extremely accurate 
span measurements. Useful conversion chart from fractions to 
decimals etched on backside.

LAYOUT TOOLS AND EQUIP.

BEVEL
SANDER
MODEL 
# EQUIP065EA

Smooth out the inside of finger / thumb holes. 
Finish and sand the beveled edge of the gripping 
holes and fine - tune as desired quickly and easily. 
110V & 220V motor.

SANDING DISKS
EQUIP066XC 120 Grit

EQUIP067XC 100 Grit

EQUIP064XC 80 Grit

1.5" cloth-backed sanding disks 
designed specifically for the job. 
The disks have a pre-cut
hole and slotted edges 
to conform to any 
hole. Available in 
packs of 100.

Ultra-Fit™

WORKOUT TOOL
MODEL # EQ620BWTEA
MODEL # EQ620C12EA 1/2" Replacement Blade
MODEL # EQ620D58EA 5/8" Replacement Blade
MODEL # EQ620E34EA 3/4" Replacement Blade

Precision fine-tune finger and thumbholes. 
Remove tape from finger and thumbholes.
Quality anodized aluminum handle.

BEVEL KNIFE
MODEL # EQUIP068EA

Triple-edged cutting tool designed for 
customizing the bevel of gripping holes. 
The hardened and tempered steel has hollow 
cutting edges that enable this knife to stay 
sharper longer and to make resharpening easier. 
The wood handle provides a comfortable grip.

INSERT
PULLER
MODEL # EQUIP690EA

This insert puller helps you
remove 31/32" finger inserts 
without destroying the 
bowling ball or the finger inserts.

SCRIBE
MODEL # EQUIP057EA

The hardened steel, needlepoint tip will provide the 
most accurate span measuring. The etched pattern 
on the shaft provides a non-slip grip. Included under 
the end cap are four replacement tips.

ROUND RASP
MODEL # EQ630RSPEA

Aggressive, burred rasp tool machines all 
ball materials. For use in finger and thumbholes, this 
9/16" x 5 1/4" cutting tube will reach the bottom of 
holes to reduce tapering. The impact-resistant plastic 
handle provides a comfortable grip and overall length of 
9” produces the needed leverage to reduce fatigue while 
working out holes.

REPLACEMENT 
WEIGHTS
MODEL # EQUIP162EA  1LB Weight
MODEL # EQUIP163EA  3LB Weight
MODEL # EQUIP164EA  8LB Weight

BALL SCALE
MODEL # EQUIP161EA

The industry standard in fast, accurate 
measurement of positive /negative side 
weight, finger / thumb weight, 
top / bottom weight, and gross weight.

Scott
BOWLING 
BALL 
ENGRAVER
MODEL 
# EQUIP047EA
Personalize the customer’s 
ball with the customer’s 
name. Engraver comes complete 
with 120V, 5000 RPM
motor, adjustable 
depth stylus, complete 
letter set and tray.

TAPE
REMOVAL 
TOOL
MODEL #EQ632TXTEA

Never again will you have issues such 
as removing more tape than you wanted 
or placing tape in the wrong direction.

3-N-1
BOWLER’S 
TOOL
MODEL # AB650BMTEA

Handy tool combines the workout tool, the 
bevel knife and the tape removal tool all in 
one item.

Replacement

SANDING 
SLEEVE
MODEL # EQUIP063EA

These 80-grit, 3" by 1/2" replacement sanding 
sleeve fit both the Rotary Workout tool and the 
hand drill mandrel attachments. No prepack 
quantity lets you determine the exact quantity 
you want to order.
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Abralon Sanding Discs are the bowling industry standard for 
ball surface management and motion manipulation

Mirka’s Abralon sanding discs combine the benefits of 
abrasive cloth and non-woven products. Constructed 
with a fabric face, foam center, and a grip backing. 
Abrasive grains are bonded evenly to the fabric face. 
Openings in the fabric allow water, solvent and air to 
flow freely around the abrasive. Works especially well 
when sanding contoured surfaces, corners and sharp 
edges. Open cell design holds large amounts of water 
or solvent for lubrication and cooling. Foam center also 
provides for even surface pressure that helps eliminate 
uneven marks when hand sanding.

• Cosmetically appealing, consistent scratch pattern provides excellent traction

• Combines the benefits of abrasive cloth and non-woven products

• Opening in the fabric allows water to flow freely around the abrasive

• Resists “caking”

• Foam center holds large amounts of water for lubrication and cooling

• Solid surface and foam backing provide even surface pressure

• Last 5+ times longer than sandpaper

• Use wet or dry (residual material can be removed by high pressure air)

• Works great on Ball Resurfacers too

• Abralon sanding discs are used by leading bowling ball manufacturers during production

#180 
for deepest scratches

EQUIP073EA

#360 
for deep scratches

EQUIP074EA

#500 
for medium scratches

EQUIP075EA

#1000
for fine scratches and 

return to factory sanded finish
EQUIP076EA

#2000 
for mild luster with
texture underneath

 EQUIP077EA

#3000 
for medium luster 
with light texture 

EQUIP07730EA

#4000 
for high luster with 
smooth texture
EQUIP078EA
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